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Introduction

Manpower supervisors are leaders'holding a variety of role-

expectations. The- expected to identify, plan, direct, coordinate,

communicate, evaluate and innovate effective programs. They are

expected also to supervise subordinates in such a wee that employees

can contribute to the attainment of program objectives and goals. In

short, supervisors are expected to maintain the human support systems

of the organization while achieving the goals of the organization.

The degree to which supervisors will be successful in meeting

these expectations as leaders dep

ability to achieve purpose throng

their capacity to achieve purpose

to a large extent upon the'

cognitive and technical skills and

those supervised. An

appropriate integration of these two dimensions of leadership behavior:

concern for goal attainment and concern for

major focus of this training module.

This module stresses the participatory

pi the

h to

effective supervisory behavior. ihasis is placed upon the need-

dispositions of subordinates in order to stage highly motivating work

environments. The module also takes into account the interrelation-

ships between the nature of the organization; the characteristics of

subordinates; the leadership functions required of supervisors; and

the values and assumptions about the world of work held by supervisors.

of Training

This module requires two full days of training. The training is

new and uould-be supervisors with a theoretical

k toumderstanding the concepts and the1 fr
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nature of supervision and leadership inirk settings. A second

purpose is to provide trainees with fundamental principl ©s and necessary

considerations for helping employees to improve their knowledge and

skills in weir with people.

Those who participate in this training module will be guided to

identify a personal theory of supervisory behavior: a practical basis

for acting; corresponding strategies and implementation techni

and methods for evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of one's super

visory performance.

The nodule is composed of structured experiences of a theoretical

and of a practical nature. Replication of the nodule for trai

purposes can be most effectively accomplished by

have participated as trainees.

_s

Training Objectivus

At the conclusion of this training, participants will he able to

demonstrate the following skills

1. To define a personal philosophy for supervising subordi-

nates.

2. To explain ma]

and goal setting; implemen tion techniques; and for

evaluating practices.

To identify a personal approach for ) ting subordinates

in order to establish a positives sory climate.

To determine uses of influence and authority for inter-

l_Pauers use for planning

personally influencing subordinates to folic:Fa.
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To ident 1 strategy for bringing about constructive

change in empl ee's attitudes toward work and

me

es.

In order to realize the a objectives, the foil training

methods will be used:

lecturette

'elf assessment exercises

smell group decision-

simulated role play

fi

ent activities

Lecturettes will be used to introduce concepts and theoretical

implications for effective supervision and leadership. Self-

assessment exercises will be used to enable participants to

an appropriate and a personal model for leading subordinates. Small

group decision- exercises will be used to allow the participants

opportunities to use a decision - model and.to apply lecturettes,

self assessments, and the content from films in structured-work

situations.

cises
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SEQUENCE OF

Day I

9:00 - 9:45 a.m.

9:45 - 10:45 a.m.

Introduction

Participants will be asked to introduce

selves to other group members by sharing

the following biographical information:

- Name

- Place of Employment

- Supervisory Duties

Hobbies

stations of Training

The trainer will present an overview of the

two day train workshop

Personal Philosophy of Leadership

The manner in which one 1 a

large degree upon a basic, personal philosoph

that one Folds about the nature of people and

a son's motivation to work. Often times

this phi_losopiy influences the actions

leaders take to-ehtain maxim= performances

from subordinates.

The intersection bey 1 s' actions and

their beliefs and attitudes about

nature to perform at capacity levels will be

presented by the trainer. 1G-1r s set of
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psychological assumptions, Theory X and Theory

Y, will guide this lecturette. The trainer

will describe managerial practices which

cores

Theory X

The average man is by nature
indolent, lacks ambition,
dislikes responsibility,
prefers to be led, resists
chafe, is gullible, not very

and is inherently self-
centered--indifferent to

tional needs.

I

People are not by nat e
passive or resistant to
motional needs. Present
in all people are the capacity
for assuming responsibility,
the readiness to direct their
behavior toward argMlizational
goals. People want to

achieve.

to each set of assumptions.

N is erial Practice

1. Paternalistic Practice

The more one rewards the harder
people will work..
pension pima, group insurance,
subsidized education, recreation
programs, comfortable
conditions.)

2. Scientific Management

Rewards and Penalties are tied
directly to performance.
are therefore-conditional.

individual wage inc -

tives; ions based on merit)
(Pantie
or dismissals)

1. Participative

Individuals can derive satisfac-
tion foam doing an effective job.
People can become ego-involved
with their jobs, emotionally
committed to doing then well and
take pride from evidence that they
are effective in furthering the

tives of the company.
Freedom in detenmining

one will do the job;
1 iii decisionmakirg

process for b design and

attatnment.)
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10:45 a.m. - 12:00 p.ni

Following the &Curette, participants

engage in the following activities:

1. Participants will discuss their psol

philosophies (assumptions about their

subordinates' attitudes toward work) in

smell groups. Answers to t following

questions will guide this discussion:

(a) What are the basic work attitudes

of your subordinates?

(0) 1n what ways do these attic

influence your sulavisory behavior

when decisions?

2. Participants will increase their aware-

ness of their personal philosophy for

to the "Wine-supervising

gerial Philo phies ale" questionnaire.

Participants will discuss any discrepancies

between their philosophy and their current

scary practices.

1 T-

and 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. The following 11E1 will be

ented in the form of a lecturette:

A. Maslow's Hierarchy of %man Nc

B. Herzberg's Theory of in

C. Lawler's Theories an Job Reiesign

1 0
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A. Wallow's Hierarchy

Maslow's Hierarchy will be presented in

such a way that participants will under-

stand the relationship between an employee

general system of human needs and an

'employee's readiness to respond to motivat-

ing work settings. In other words,

ticipants will gain an increased ahyreness

Maslow's Hi

teas
of general
be satisfied

of techniques for arr

work-environments which

subordinates' preoccupatic

ivational

one to

th setts-

Eying needs at particular levels within

the hierarchy.

The chart below s rites the content

of this lecturette.

of !tom Needs

1. Physiological needs
- food, clothing, shelter
physical comfort

2. Safety needs
e benefits

Vitalization
compensa-

1

Comfortable office
- adete coffee breaks or
rest

ge t per-

statements

and frequent e feed-

back. Provide a clear set of
perfornmirice objectives.
duties and responsibilities.
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Need System
(Elements of general
needs to be satisfied

Social needs
- friends
- interpersonal relatic

ships

4. Ego needs
- achievement
- recognition for
accmplishment

- self confidence

5. Self-actualization needs
- creativeness

innovativeness

B.

bons for
a Motivational
Environnent

Develop cohesive work groups
and open channels of communi-
cation. Promote team
staff meetings, and extra-
curricular activities after
work.

4. Organize work to satisfy the
needs for recognition
achievement. Provide construc-

tive criticism and written
credits for performance.

5. Organize work to allow people
to realize their own potentiali-
ies or continued self
development, and for being
creative. Redesign jobs to
match abilities. Give special
assisnments. Allow people to
experiment with new ideas.

Herzberg's Th of :ion

This presentation is designed to examine

the levels within the Iderarchy in which

rtes will show a readiness to

tivational environments

itent of the work itself.that str

Theae levels are Level and the Self-

ActualizatUriLemml. In other wards,

the work sett, motivating factors

relate to satisfying ego needs and self-

actualization needs.

satis factors lo
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Safety and social Tise needs

are often satisfied/ ytmanag

established agency/Oblicies:

lai-tions,

is

use lower level needs quite

t within the power of the

motivate subordinates satisfying ego

and self-actual izatien level

needs). These motivat factors include

stich things as

responsibility

Following'the I

till respond to

lIrmitme' quest

will enable participant toiden

sible disorepcies between

tfons of the needs of the typical o

average subordinate, actual needs

Ep_ excel by thetyp l 1. or average

evement, recopition,

and advancesent.

turettes, pEvrticipsTts

the ntisnagement Motives

e. This questionnaire

pos-

-Foil

will 'discuss t

assess

icipanr_

for accurately
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that alate and stimulat

tional environments can be established

by S.

V 1 tal

Job Desigl

Job content

of wile

performsnce on the lob leads to feelings

of accomplistment,

Characteristics which

nritical.deter-

tee believe that good

e

to arouse notivat

needs) are:

1. Zndividuals uust r

feedback about f ormance.

and self-esteem.

The job must be. Perc-

individual as

use abilities that

order to

ssess

by the

him/her tO
4

he values in

orm thejob'effectively.

The individual uust feel he/she has

a high degree of self-control over

goals and oversetting

defining the paths to these goals.

Technigues for arranging the work sett

to motivate ample yew are
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1. Enlar in jobs horizontally --

tie horizontal dimension refers to the

and Variety of operations are

performs on the job.

2. l.arging jobs vertically --

ion refers

b holder controls

the

degr

the planning and execution of the job

and participates in the setting of

ganizational policies.

Dedision

Participatory

technique for

vatinguork set

Process

a

y noti-

rs and

-subordinates can determine together

agency needs, accountability systems

evalus-

tions) and ways to Improve staff

performance (staff developm&it) . A

decision7maldngmOdel such

below can facilitate joint decis

b.

between bility
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2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

c. Generate Alt

Realizing Obj

d. Select the Most Attractive

Alternative(s)

Develop

It
g. Evaluate the F cess and Product

completion of the Trainer's lectur-

ettes, participants will be instructei to

-tion Plan

ccinplete "A 'Profile of My Work Sett

and will indicate notivational theori

that may be applied tc enhance the per-

formance of those

"Motivation tion" is an

additional mere e which can be, us

stress the technique of job redesign

S B.

inste

tivation

open climate allow

the need - dispositions of ten so that

rs can arrange the work environment.

to motivate end to, satisfy subordinates. It

the ilea

de

enables
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2.

currency of a to obtain raudnun

forma frau subordinates.

To do so, supervisors should

following Activities:

1. Identify individual needs of subordinates

br
Discussing with 1 fher

needs, its ana prdblems.

Obs efully sYmptoms of

or dissatisfaction.

At all levels

Soliciting feedback.

- Identifying and utilizing,the

ideas of each per,

and all indicators of

expects from the work

-

what

situ

ma y:
the individual

goals can

treated.

tat

elationships that satisfy.

people think tom are
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- Learning what the job is doing the

person's self-esteern.

tools and materials nee

to task perfarmance.

- Providing the

individual expect

of performance

constructive feedba

PartiCipantsuill review

activities

climate.

ing

11 be instructed to

lis

those items which are currently b

merited by them and

doing

describe t-

p.m. Use of Authori

Leaaers lead of ers i t use of

irdluenc (a relationship which one

vidual ILLiects

ther); and
S.

(a relationship

or attitudes of

e of authority

person accepts

as reasonables the unquestioned right of

a group to make decisions or

actions that affect him/her.) French and

Raven a useful set of categories
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es of Lnfluence

identifies aspects of leaders' behaviors that

wield the most authoriry or power inter-

personally influence subordirates.

The trainer will present a lecttwette Mich

deaCribes French's and Raven's five bases of

pagers for interperscnially infltr cing. others

to follow subordinates). This presentation

will also indicate vows in which partiacipa

and referent power

with subordina t. The following topics will

be discussed:

ciert the extent of knowl

person is vi &ad as posoc.ss

deferent per the (=tent of identifica-

tion or closeness ths,c others perceive in

relation to a Verson.

increase

itimate the acc

son to be influential.

Reward`pawer

is viand as ii

t to which a

iliry to gi

0

of a
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Berme supervisors hold legi

authcrit & appointment

a are granted certain power

wield control mid to often set duties of a

custodial nature upon employees. Ibis legi-

timate authority of the

Lases of interpersonal it are

'associated with legitimate, reward s coer

sive powers. Res ci has indicated that these

are the least effective of the five bases of

power for exerting interpersonal influence.

This presentation will support the position

that he most successful, influential super-

vis s d op referent and/or expert bases

their subordinates.

base cal be devel

task to be accomplished

lis

a process for accomp-

the task (i.e. group decision

group prOblenkol A..tefe:rent power

base can be developed through effective

cation skillsskills and problem -sol

Participantsyill engage in the following

niques for increasing referent p maAr:
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ticism

a. Have participants idatt

cdtich they would like to solve. This

problem should pertain

the perforate= of a subordinate,

to improving the irkterpersorsal rela-

tionships anvng stibordina

Have participants narrcri

of the problem to reflect one

specific task, or one area for improve-

ment.

C. Participa should state

by itardzing leha:t the te does

l th relatio n to the specific task.

d. Have participants itemize, vhate the

subordinate does poorly related

problan

task.

to est actions for

e.

lytbe

ccmstructive

ticipant

&nate. The

cormemvuctive

critic

will role play the aubor-

instructions for the verbal

criticism are as follows:

4
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Related to a specific -task,

tively criticize a a sdbordina

1. Itemizing rit

2. Itemizing the faults,

3. Giving solutions for str

the merit

Giving solutions el t

the faults,

te his or

your ideas..

See handout in Appendix B.

editing'for Peer

participants to write a written

credit to a subordinate whose ice:
a. has exceeded the

tations; or

b. has been consistent and satisfactory.

Include the following points in the written

credit:

a. why it te to write a

t. Nike a general reference of

ppreciated the subordinate

e )

1



91.?sse
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tgpored. enough to get the work

but give enough toc, to keep morale at

a moderate level.

The tit 0E2E12 task accomplish-

mem is unelbtainable because people are

lazy and indifferent.

4. - getting the

job done is incidental to lack of conflict

and good eilp
5. The Authoritarian le are

a caarodity just as machines. A leader

responsibility is primarily to plan,

direct and to control the v.vrk'.

Participants will

Leadership Sur "

will be expec

leadership practices

to the "Styles of

nnre Participants

personal

c deter consis

tencies among their leadership practices when

planning activities; when translating pl

into action (implmentation); and when r

just bow the work was performed (evaluatIcal

in cases where participants indicate inconsistent

leadership practices among the various work

poses, they will be expected to examine

tat work conditions and /der personal
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be expected

approaches.

be a n txibuting factors .

Bible, participants will

indicate alternative, viable

Small grow

Implications for

Styles LeadenhiP

Change agents are those individuals

society who have the role of

constructive change in either other individuals

or social organizations or institutions.

The counseling supervisor has a duil role as

a change agent.

1. Teaching cows lora to become effective

change agents and,

2. the ineffective behaviors of

to wore productive behavior

The trainer will present sd of the major

styles or orientations toward change which

e might employ. These approaches

are the following
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arientaticn

1. Custodial CIange This type of t takes the

t that no one par= eon really
another. People only conform or fail
to comb= if they want to. The task of

t is to appraise the
rules and then leave it

to decide whether be/
llow or break the rules.

's

2.

lity

e agent

that it ssible

a person'
task is to
of the
the
tion.

This
net
once an ilia
himself or hers
agent is to help
or her

The agait be
listen to sugges
can. respect. The
agent is to be a model to
prestige to influence the

people only
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Participants will analyze their change

behavior for consistenciei between a philo-

for change, a strategy for change and a

method to evaluate the change process. They

will res to the Agent Questionnaire'

and determine aspects of their e went
processes wilich might need alter

5:00 pnL Patwis -ion
Pacipats will engage in a role play which

include subordimates

es- This role

allow subordinates

Wing amoffice

play

to generate,alterna

problem: Appendix A, 'Troblem-Solving
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The selected self - assessment instruments for this training

module are published by Teleometrics International. Each

instrument has been field tested by =wagers and

for validity and reliability. The inatrumets will
trainees with an initial basis for examining their

behAvior and will enable trainees to consider ways to

their viscry practices.

The meta rdered from:

Teleometrics International
P.O. Drawer 1850
Conroe, Texas 77301



This instrument is based on the X and Theory YrusnageriAl

a pemtivation. Tle fns lent is des

s to amine their attitudes and
formulae within the orgauization.

It suggests tit the in which a supervisor interacts with
his/her subordinates is related to the supervisor's philosophy of
the nature of um and van's desire to work. This philosophy is sub

sequently uiifested in the sor's weregement decisions and
actions which in turn, affects the relatiot. tip between

and subordinates.

winvEs

Thelimagenent of Motives
of individual motivation,
instrument allows
focus on and

The instrunent all
gruency between
needs
typical
relates the-idea
increase
uents that are

Index is based ors Abrahulli
"The Hierarchy of Human
a to assess the degree to

reivl d needi of typi

deter the extent of con
it typical sub dl test

needs of
truMent

11
vxTrk environ-

tI b sthordinat

THE



This instrument measures stT

leadership practices. It enables
practices in various phases of the I

are:

1.

ses of
s to analyze their

ship process. These phases

s to pl and _e

2. handling of implementation activities

3. evaluation practices

4. and practices related to a philosophy of leadership

4
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CRITIC

Nhke Sure You FUIl Understand

The Situation

If you're not sure stibOrdina

has said or done, or why

When you feel you have
Motion,-- -, -- -- --------- -- ---------- - -------

- - . . .............



Organization ESpectations

and Need-Dispositions

of

tivatioml

Teciiij

for viduals

Sufxrdinate A ord1 ate A

tations

2.

3.

Need ispositjo ns

1.

Short Tern

Ojectives

1.

_zate B

Expectations

1.

2.

3.

Need Die sitions

3.

Subordinate C

tations

itions

4.

rdinateB

2

4.

7 7

Mbtivatices1

Techniques

for Entire

, 4.

5.

6,

Ideal

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



ATI

Read the instructions
decide on a percenta

trotivatiqn to per
tisfaction of those

on the "Esployn nt Profile Sheet" balm nand

pay increase for each of the eight employees
actual perform&nce and your perceived need

e.

Errployee Profile

ease rec tious for eight I
se: ccuplet- first

_e new to be cons their f annual raise.
l criteria on the kind of r ses you
e raise that you would like to give ,,each

next to thefr races. tottr division has
for the eight

b 1.13 not, as far as you can tell, a good
eV with others and they do not feel that

r, you happen to know he has one of the
as His subordioatas have low skill levels

If you lose him, you are not sure wkin you could
a Master's in Program He has

a Job Placement or. His division is

% Bendy Berger. Berdy is side and seems to live the life of a
respectable bachelor. In general, you feel that his job performance is
not up to par, and sand of his *tgoofeare kncrdn to his fellow
enployees. He just meted from college and appears to went to settle
dotal. Last week he told you that he uss b a house as he was con-
S

Nellie Clod. You consider Nellie to be one of your best subordi-
is quite apparent that other people ,don't consider her

Nellie has married a rich husband and as .
need the additionAl =ley. Nellie has lots of

a lot Lull her Sates . Often she goes over
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a

vid Doodle. You happen to know from your personal relationship

es" that he badly keels more money because of certain personal

problems he is having. As far as you are concerned, he also happens to

be one of the best of your subordinates. For some reason your

enthusiasm for him is not shared by your other subordinates and you have

heard them make joking remarks about his performance. When his division

is given an assignment the end results are suptrb. fir ever, David comes

to work late and leaves early because he has babysittthg problem. He

cannot afford to pay a sitter who would come to his home. His wife has

been in the hospital for same time.

7, Fred Foster. Fred has turned out to be an average worker. He

has done a satisfactory job and it is generally accepted among his subor-

dinates that he is one of the beat people. This surprises you because

he is generally frivolous. lie does just enough to get the job completed.

He alluas his subordinates to take advantage of a good situation. This

type of behavior could have a negative effect on the other division
Fred is married with 2 grown children. He's had =Ire work

e as a supervisor than any of the other agency employees. He

to your agency so that his wife Could live closer to her

parents, Fred appears to be interested in working with the agency until

he retires. He will be eligible for retirement in about ten years.

7. Helen Gaslow. Your winionL is that Helen just isn't cutting

ly enoup, however, when you check with o

to see t her, `you discover that she is very highly

You also know that she badly needs a raise.

ently widowed and is finding it extremely difficult to

e and her young family of four. She haw well

eupervisory skills, knows how to get the job completed, but she turns

reports in late. Ttiis i the progress of the other divIsione. She

seems to always play catch -up because she doesn't use the

to complete detailed assignments. You know that the past urn

she has been to find a part-time job. The extra nrney is needed

badly. If given the chance, Helen could become your most efficient and

effective

You know Hwy personally and he just seems to

timually. He has a fairly easy job ass

is that he doesn't do it particularly, well. You are,

ite surprised to find that several of the other new super

t be is the best of the new group.

What were the factors which affected your

*St are the reasons for basing pay raises

Which might beam* more twtiva

their own JW
4. What dal cres might occur when these employees pertic

iri cedes Asir own jobs?



exture frequently adher
folation, hence the manner

problem to subordinates is very 1

s to use subordinates as resources in solving

ly confront management. Below are points to be
lems.with the help of subordinates:

are involved in
presents a
a enables
lems that
idered when

1. Pose the probleiaclearly.
2. Identify the particular difficulty or obstacle.

3. Clarify the problem.
4. Present the problem in terms of a barrier that c be

removed successfully.
5. Practice listening and res skills.

e &Tara' principles that are in assist

s a problem with subordinates.

Principle One

Identify.a single objective.

Principle 'No

Present the emblem in situat

Principle Three

for discussion.

1 not suggest or infer a solution in the statement of the problem. If

states the problem to bersubmitting reports late," he or she

t the solution is "meet project deadliries" Subordinates nay

accept or reject his suggestion. The supervisor has already stated a

solution. Iao.not.present subordinates with a choice.

Principle Four

e problem in terns of eau tual int est .

time

The following role play will enable trainees the opportunity to practice

the principles nentioned above. Carol Jones. is the supervisor of a

division in counseling agency. Her divisimwske available various

kinds of Lion kept there in large files. Other division' in the

agency call her office for information and data and the office counselors
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nue t refer to their records in order to answer these requests. The ore,

the office has any phone contacts with several other areas of the

comPanY

There are five counselors who report to Jones. Four of the counselors

are in charge of a particular class of information. All of them have

phones on their desks, but all the phones are on one line. This .s
that only one person can use the phone at any one time. The fifth
counselor, with the least service, answers the phone first and notifies
the clerk to whom the call is directed, by means of a buzzer system. At

the present ti ,-this person happens to be Susan.

The clerks in the unit are:,

Betty Harper

Jim Butler

Linda Williams

Kenneth Peters

Susan Matthews

30 years old, 8 years with

25 years old, 4 years with agency, TEEIrri
has 2 children

23 years 4d, 2 years with agency, unmarried

29 years old, 1 year with agency, unmiarri

18 years old, 5 mcrths with agency, unmarried

The heaviest work load is between 9:00 and 11:00 in the and 1:00

and 4:00 in the afternoon. All coiselors are allowed a fifteen to

relief period bosh morning and afternoon. These are not scheduled since

the group is st 11 and the demands pf the work cYe from day to day.

SMall Gto Ths

1. -Divide into groups of 6

2., Read the general instructions

3. Select a supervisor for your group

Wait for father instructions
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lvina ro Small

IS

You are the supervisor of a division in a counselin agency. The group
you supervise is made up of five counselors. The wrk involves tel
contacts with agency people who r re i o t_irel from your division.
Since all the phones are on one Vie, the w answers uses a
buzzer signal, and the person recsted wh t needed information
takes over the call. You never answer the mesa one of the coun-
selors iaorms you by buzzer that the call

A relief period of fifteen minutes, both avnung afternoon, is given
to the counselors and this is regarded as adequate for the usual personal
needs. You have asked them to take their breaks o1 at a time in order
to keep the office covered.

Your boss has lained that you are hard to each by phone because the
line is always busy. He says that he can reach other areas that do the

type of work and he thinks that ytiur group is making too many
personal. calls. You knew that the counselors do call out freely and that

receive quite a number of personal calls, because on several
occasions have picked up your phone and found that the conversation

with business. You told yotzr boss you would do sane-
thing about it and you have decided to talk it over with the l "first.

Because you want your whole crew in today, you set ameet ng for 4: 00 13 .m.
It is now time for the meeting and the counselors LI the
office. You do not plan to take any r calls in your office.

The counselors general performance rat re as follows:

1. Getty Harper - - Shows initiative when at Work but arrives

2. Jim Butler -

Linda Williams
Ken Peters

5. Susan Matthews

late quite often.
- Average, visits with oiler areas on =many

time.
- Excellent.

Below average, but doesn't
willing to improve

- Ong good progress.
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You are very eager to do a good job, therefcrre you seldom go out for
coffee thing the break. Instead, you stay at your desk and work or
personal telephone calls. You arrive late Saxe mornings so you feel a
gcod way to rake up for your tardiness is to skip your breaks. Some of
the girls, especially receive and make calls on agency time, but
you do not feel this is rift. Lately Linda has been getting a lot of
calls frail a friend.

Jim Butler

You consider yourself an average Sometimes you do more work
the others. You have 2 children xihcca you leave with your mother while
you are at work. You were recently widowed. Your mother lives just a
block from where you live. You frequently call your mother g office,
hours to check an thus and scmetimes she calls you Now a Vii, you
talk to your children. You enjoy your work and stay with the agency even

you could be more y elserahe. You have to have a job
e you can be easily reached by phone.

Linda Williams

You like your preset job because the his are You seldom use
phone for personal s as others do, especially Lately, one
of your boyfriends has been pesti with phone calls. You don't
Icnow hot.; he got your . been kind of embisa-rassing because
yaw boss noticed you talking him and she obviously didn't approve.
This worries you because your work has been superior, but what can you
do when someone calls you?

ith Peters

Y o u t a k e y a m c o f f e e breaks in the middle of the in in the
break is only for 15 minutes, you take 20

You enjoy your phone contacts with people in other divisions:
Yc a Hake purely personal calls and rarely receive any. The phones

e for ag business and you believe that. people should realize this.

Susan

You are new to. the agency
other people and especially
soon yaw- work will be mere
irk, answer the phone just

ob. You like to deal with
the phone. You hope that

ting. At esent you, do routine paper
for-one ofthe others, and help out
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Small Ccamunications

,

e on relief or busy The other co s seem to have a

of fun visiting with people in other You are

gradually gettin&acquainted so that r you can of

people who call, before buzzing one of the other counselors. You never

make personal lls, however. You take a relief a and

ifEE-655fitriM7iiike all your personal calls from the lounge.



Role P1

In situati i, thie supervise is asked to confront the subordinates

as a whole. This group tray find the supervisor'i remerks to be critical
their behavior even when there was no such intent. A nej(ir factor

sensitive is the fact that perhaps they feel
of a free situation. The more guilty people .

feel the gore tioh they express. Thus, the rewrite of a super-

visor laining the issue of that personal use of telephones could be
met with questions from subdrdinates that nit put the on the

defensive.

the subordinates
guilty of

It is possible that if the soar permits the groups
encourage then to discuss abetter way to budget the

The supervisor's personal attitude mat be one of s

out the use of an authoritarian approach. The Supervisor
respond in such,a way that the employees realize that she
ideas.

she may
calls.
and with-

mist listen and
respects their

The folk 1-- statements indicate the possibilities for present

the problem to subordinates:

1. Service might be examined to determine ways to
2. The may be a shortage of phones.
3. Counselors are busier at certain hours that at others.
4. Jones has personal ideas of what is fir in the use of

cc

5.

6. Jones
'calls

7. A few

that the yo nger,and single counselors use the
o talk to friends.

boss thimks the subordinates make too many personal

dinates.use the pie freely for personal calls.

It is apparent that if all these points were made to subordinates, they
would infer that Jones had a specific solution in mind.

All but one of these statements would violte the fou; principles
previously mentioned. However, the. first problem statement, is presented
in terms of a general objective and permits subordinates an opportunity
to locate the difficulties shelves .

Sr:. I


